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A DYNAMIC OPPORTUNITY, WITH A DYNAMIC COMPANY
“Most people are too busy earning a living to make any money.” - Anonymous

THE REASON – WHY THIS AND WHY NOW?
Four years (or maybe five, … six for some) of college. Then what the heck – let’s
do another two years for a Master’s degree. Now you’re REALLY ready! You apply
for that job, interview, and then wha-la you’re hired. Congratulations, you are
now officially an Educator. And according to your first check, a pretty good one at
that. Life is grand, you’re having fun, and money is in your pocket. This is what all
that studying and sacrifice was all about. This appears to be the American dream.
Then one day IT happens - you want more. (And if there’s something that we all
have in common, it is that we desire something above and beyond what we
currently possess.) The question becomes how do you get ‘IT’? Well obviously
what you’re already doing is not the answer; otherwise you would devote more
attention to what already exists. Plus, without being able to set the premium (pay
rate) for your time, trading time for money truly invest more into someone else’s
agenda than it does yours.
Contrary to popular belief, you do not work for your current employer. They are
just the go-between. You actually work for whoever you owe money to. You get
up every morning, perform a few tasks between 8am - 5pm, collect a check, then
hand it over to the mortgage company, phone company, car note carrier,
insurance company, and then do what you want with what’s left over. Some may
say, “What’s wrong with this?” Well imagine a straight line in front of you, going
left to right. This line represents the “go-between” we spoke of a moment ago.
You are to the immediate left, and those you owe money are to the immediate
right. Now, what happens when that line (your job) disappears? Did the people
you owe money to disappear with it? I think not.
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So what do you do? Well, we believe we have an answer for you. Are you ready?
Here goes ………………… Get paid more doing what you’re already doing. What if
you could provide a service to schools, programs, initiatives (whomever sees fit)
that will help them attack issues head on in their organization that are critical to
the development of students, parents, and staff? What would you do if you had
an opportunity to help transform a young life and lead it in a positive direction?
What if all this could start today AND build you a business – a world class
educational consulting firm - all at the same time? Would you be interested?
One thing about the business of Education is that it is eminently fundable. No
matter what state of our economy or budget cuts that even some districts may be
facing, there will ALWAYS be money earmarked for the services that you can
provide through ILEC. The business of Education is so premier that it even has its
own U.S. Department and yearly budget. (It’s like a waterfall of money, and you
are just simply placing a bucket underneath, going back and forth with each new
budget year!)
You insure your car, your life, and even some valuables around the house. But
have you begun to insure your financial stability?
BEGIN YOUR HOME BASED BUSINESS TODAY
A home based business is exactly what it sounds like, a business that is run
out of one's home. It can be anything from a corporate consulting service to a
party plan. The ideal home-based business allows you to leverage your time to
develop an income, and Interactive Learning does just that.
ILEC creates an opportunity to build a business that does not involve
inventory, extensive recordkeeping, employee overhead, and provides the
benefit of another stream of income for your home.
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THE CONCEPT
Members of ILEC are basically able to tap into the Company’s membership
base (Consultants) to extract the expertise required to meet the need of a client.
The larger your firm becomes (the network), the greater depth of your talent pool
and expertise you possess to select from to position the right person in front of
your client. You are compensated on work you conduct yourself, arrange for
others, as well as based off of the activity from developing members of your
own organization to do the same.
There are many great (and even long-term) rewards to becoming an active
member of Interactive Learning and Education Consulting (ILEC). Here is what
you receive from us:
 Membership (and access) into a dynamic and growing network of
professionals
 Opportunity to create residual income
 Tax benefits of being an Independent Contractor and Business Owner
 Sales, Marketing, and Advertising mediums (i.e., template business
cards, flyers, basic messages for sending), best practices, and business
advice
 Business documents (i.e., contracts, applications, invoices, etc.),
guidance, and support on how to conduct your business affairs
 Newsletters and on-line journals
 Access to all ILEC products, including its Value Added Services
 MAKING A POSITIVE DIFFERENCE!
Here is what we want from you: COMMITTMENT.
ILEC represents a great business opportunity for someone looking to earn
another income AND make a difference in our communities. And for the most
part it's work that you are already doing.
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“ALRIGHT, I’M CONVINCED – WHAT DO I NEED TO DO?”
You have the distinct option of what you select to do within the confines of
the Company - whether you come on board to conduct our work on a contracted
basis, schedule presentations, grow your own firm, or a combination of the three.
The options are up to, and you will be paid accordingly.
The ILEC family is comprised primarily of two bodies: Agents and Consultants.
Each performs unique functions as an Independent Contractor of ILEC, yet
both are equally important to the growth and vibrancy of the company.
AGENTS
The Agent’s primary function is to market the name of ILEC and secure
prospective clients for the company. Agents are highly instrumental in marketing
the work of ILEC and building bridges between the company and clients. Agents
can develop their own firm, yet do not conduct any of ILEC’s services.
CONSULTANTS
Consultants can assume the same responsibilities as Agents, yet with the
added dimension of actually being able to perform our work. Consultants, in
essence, are literally the “face” of ILEC – they are the Administrators that our
audience will observe. ILEC Consultants are the very reason why our services are
executed with style, dignity, and professionalism; they are the driving force of
how the company is perceived to the general public.
If you are ready to move forward we ask you to stop and give it a second
thought ……Great results don’t come easy, overnight, or without proper
forethought. If interested after giving it some thought, email us or contact the
ILEC member who relayed this message to you and simply state, “I’m ready to
make a difference.” From there we will provide you more in depth details on
getting you started, and on our compensation plan and business module.
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